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Brief concept introduction
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Methodology I: Scattering matrix

Scattering matrix depends on:
➢ Refractive index
➢ Shape
➢ Size distribution
➢ Wavelength
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Methodology I: Performance test

5Water droplets scattering matrix 

Phase function

Degree of linear 
polarization for 
unpolarized 
incident light
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Asymmetry parameter Backscattering depolarization 
factor

Water droplets scattering matrix 

Methodology I: Performance test Degree of linear 
polarization for 
unpolarized 
incident lightPhase function



OK, now we can move on…
let’s talk about polarization
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Vikings 700 A.C.

*(... not an actual image from 700 AC)
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Scientific studies
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Rasmus Bartholin (1669): First scientific study of 
birefringence.

Huygens and Newton (1672)

Malus (1808)

Brewster (1812)Bartholin

Newton Huygens

Malus Brewster



Light scattering

1871 1908
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Moon (NASA/Goddard/Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter)

Polarization studies of the Moon:

1. First studies in XIX century.

2. Those studies were constrained to certain 
lunar phases.

3. Suggested materials: very polished 
surfaces of glass, igneous rock or even ice.
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Polarimetric studies of the Moon



Moon (NASA/Goddard/Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter) 13

Lyot (1929)

Polarimetric studies of the Moon



1974 - Venus atmosphere
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Some considerations
Phase matrix

Normalization condition

Effective radius

Effective variance

Number size distribution
Cloud particles

Rayleigh contribution

1974 - Venus atmosphere
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(Effect of changes in size) (Effect of changes in variance)
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(Effect of changes in refractive index) (Effect of changes in Rayleigh component)

Note that the study 
was performed in 
several 
wavelengths, and 
the behaviour may 
change accordingly
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Comparison between model and laboratory measurements1974 - Venus atmosphere
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The conclusions of Hansen and Hovenier’s work were:

● nr=1.44 ± 0.015 at λ = 550nm (although described in several wavelengths).
● Spherical shapes with reff=1.05 ± 0.10 μm and veff=0.07 ± 0.02.
● Pressure at the cloud tops: ~50 ± 25mb.
● Composition: concentrated sulfuric acid.

1974 - Venus atmosphere
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The Titan’s mystery

NASA | JPL-Caltech | University of Arizona | University of Idaho 21



The Titan’s mystery

Intensity observed at high phase angle 
(small scattering angle) requires mean 
radius in the range 0.14-0.25 μm.

Strong linear polarization requires 
mean radii no larger than 0.1 μm.

(Tomasko and Smith, 1982) 22



The Titan’s mystery

(West, 1991)

Dimension accountable for diffraction

Dimension accountable for linear 
polarization
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Spectropolarimetric biosignatures in Earth-like 
exoplanets
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What kind of information could we get from spectropolarimetric observations:

● Clouds and aerosols.

● By surface reflection: % ocean, % vegetation.

● Atmospheric composition.

● Mean cloud height.

Spectropolarimetric biosignatures in Earth-like exoplanets
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Spectropolarimetric biosignatures in Earth-like exoplanets
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Spectropolarimetric biosignatures in Earth-like exoplanets
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Spectropolarimetric biosignatures in Earth-like exoplanets

1957
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Space weathering
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Hapke, 2001.
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Hapke, 2001.
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Hapke, 2001.
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Hapke, 2001.
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Results from Hapke et al. 1975.

Hapke, 2001.
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Hapke, 2001.
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Hapke, 2001.
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Hapke, 2001.
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Hapke, 2001.
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Pieters and Noble, 2016.
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Space weathering

Nanophase iron in rims (S. Noble)

Phenomena that trigger the space weathering (S. Noble)
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Particle model

Simulations: particle model
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Non-weathered model parameters:

➢ r=33.5 μm

➢ σ=0.2

➢ ν=3.3

➢ lmin =2

➢ lmax =11

➢ mhost=1.67+i khost

Variable to compute the model

Simulations: particle model
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Escobar-Cerezo et al. (ApJ, 2018)

RELAB database spectra

Space weathering effects over reflectance spectrum
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Darker
spectrum

Shallower 
absorption bands

Escobar-Cerezo et al. (ApJ, 2018)

Maturity index

Space weathering effects over reflectance spectrum
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Reddening

Escobar-Cerezo et al. (ApJ, 2018)

Space weathering effects over reflectance spectrum
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Escobar-Cerezo et al. (ApJ, 2018)

Simulations: modeling the imaginary part of the refractive index
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Imaginary part of the refractive index obtained from fitting

Escobar-Cerezo et al. (ApJ, 2018)

Optical range

Simulations: modeling the imaginary part of the refractive index
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Escobar-Cerezo et al. (ApJ, 2018)

Simulations: spectra models
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Escobar-Cerezo et al. (ApJ, 2018)

Simulations: spectra models
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Escobar-Cerezo et al. (ApJ, 2018)

Simulations: comparison between spectra models and experimental spectrum
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Escobar-Cerezo et al. (ApJ, 2018)

Simulations: comparison between spectra models and experimental spectrum



Some references
● Review article about history of space weathering - Bruce Hapke, 2001.
● Review article about space weathering - Pieters and Noble, 2016.
● Britt and Pieters, 1994. For “large” space weathering products.
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